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Forbidden City
Joe Strummer & The Mescaleros

Forbidden City
Joe Strummer & The Mescaleros               Tab by: Philippe Danet
                                            E-mail: philippedrulz@gmail.com

Em  G A G
Okay, dream of freedom
Em  G A G           D (x6)

D                             G
Under the moon in the dragon room
A               G            D
Inside the mind of a soul confined
D                                  G
Don t talk about soon in the dragon room
A                G                 D (x3) G (x3)  
Under the scream of a jet machine

        
A (x3)           G(x3)               Em(x3)    G(x3)
Who knows in the hills
A(x3)              A(x9)
Who knows when she will

Bm                                                 G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
Bm                                                G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
Bm                                                G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
Bm                                               A
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
 D            G      D     A(x3) G(x3)
...Oh, China, Yeah, China
D                                G
Gold silk in a loom in the dragon room
A                                        G
That silk that will be for the flag of the free

A (x3)     G(x3)               Em(x3)    G(x3)
Who knows in the hills
A  (x3)               A (x9)
Who knows when she will
Bm                                             G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
Bm                                             G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out



Bm                                             G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
Bm                                                A
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out, oh, yeah
D     G      
Oh, China
D         G
Yeeaaah, China
D         G
Woah oh, China
D     G
Yeah China

A (x3) G (x3)

(Solo)

Bm                                                 G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
Bm                                                G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
Bm                                                G
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
Bm                                               A
When all the hidden pity in the forbidden city comes out
     D
Oh, China

I hope you enjoy it!
It s a very beautiful song and easy to play!

D = Re
Em = Mim
Bm = Sim
G = Sol
A = La


